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Navigating the regulatory challenges 

to planting GE or GM disease-resistant 
crops in the UK post-Brexit 

- The GM and GE methods are benign and useful tools for 

elevating crop yields and replacing chemistry with genetics

- Enabling post-Brexit UK to diverge from EU rules for regulating 

crop genetic improvement could help both UK and EU



Crop performance depends on plant breeding

We have “genetically modified” crops for a long time
Is this natural ?!

- Most crops are barely recognizable in their ancestors; they 

are already genetically modified. 

- GM: modified from what? (Darwin- descent with modification)

- Is it unnatural to move maize, tomato, potato, sunflower from 

S America to Europe, where they were never grown before?



Without high yielding varieties, food prices would 

be higher, and we would need more land for 
agriculture

Norman Borlaug and rust resistant dwarf wheat

Sustainable agriculture is challenging, 

and needs science and technology



How to address a big problem; the wedge concept 
Many useful methods, let’s avoid false antitheses

Better genetics: breeding

Better genetics: GM       
Better genetics: editing       

Better agronomy: lo
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Huge genetic variation within any species
Consider one chromosome, in multiple maize inbreds

Genetic variation introduced by GM and by editing is tiny in 
comparison to variation that is already there

The scale and extent of this enormous variation only 

became clear in the last ten years of genomics

Inbred 1

Inbred 2

Inbred 3

Inbred 4

Inbred 5



After you add an 

App to your 
Iphone, it’s still an 

Iphone, but with 
added function

After you add a 

gene to a potato 
with 60,000 

genes,  it’s still a 
potato, but with 

added function

GM (and GE) is a method, not a thing

All learned societies conclude, the method is safe, 

and on balance, benign

But what (and what kind of agriculture) 

should we use it for?

(No “unknown unknowns” any more)



First GM crops mostly had one of two traits
HT = herbicide tolerance: glyphosate (“Round-up”) 

resistance; helps control weeds, replaces nastier herbicides

Bt - insect resistance: contains a bacterial gene that kills 

caterpillar or beetle larvae; reduces insecticide use

Many new GM crops move genes from one 

plant to another
Disease resistance gene stacks for wheat and potato

and many other beneficial genes



How do plants resist disease?

The plant immune system

All plants carry 100s to 1000s of 

immune receptors that detect 
pathogens and activate defence



Can we make potato that resists potato late blight 
caused by Phytophthora infestans? 

$7-10B annual losses from late blight

Fig. 2 The speed with which late blight can destroy a field of potatoes is impressive.
A field that appeared ‘healthy’ on one week (A) can be visibly severely diseased in

the next week (B), and within another week can be totally destroyed (C).

- Can we turn potato into a 
non-host for P. infestans?

One Rpi gene is not enough-
too easy for P. infestans to overcome

Rpi-vnt1 licensed to Simplot and 
commercialized in US in GM potato

(2018)

+Rpi-vnt1 (2012) var. Desiree



CSR

3 immune receptor genes from wild potatoes (added to the 

3000 already there) confer complete resistance to blight

Solanum venturii

Rpi-vnt1 Rpi-amr3 Rpi-amr1

Solanum americanum

Control 3x Rpi stack

Kamil Witek

Marina Pais

No yield penalty, complete 
tuber blight resistance;
less bruise, reducing sugars

http://www.tsl.ac.uk/news/blight-resistant-maris-piper/

silence 

PPO, INV

PVY resistance in the pipeline

(NB immune receptors, not toxins)

(not achievable with simple editing)



Complete tuber blight resistance

PiperPlus

Piper

blightno blight

http://www.tsl.ac.uk/news/blight-resistant-maris-piper/



GM Victoria completely unaffected by late blight

Non-GM Desiree completely devastated by late blight disease

Rpi-vnt1 with Rpi-blb1,blb2 in a stack confer blight 
resistance to P. infestans in a field trial in Uganda

(not achievable with simple editing)



(not achievable with simple editing)



The Arabidopsis EFR receptor can save tomato 

from bacterial wilt (Ralstonia)

MM 35S::EFR 
MoneyMaker WT

Ralstonia (bacterial wilt) resistance from Arabidopsis EFR in tomato

Nat Biotech April 2010

Dozens of other potentially useful GM traits, that could 
solve crop problems with genetics not chemistry,       

are blocked by excessive regulation

(not achievable with simple editing)



What about genome editing?

It is possible to reach into plant genomes and change sequences.

This usually involves GM, and then eliminates “GM-ness” by 

crosses. 

We used editing to make a non-GM GM dwarf tomato

In the EU, this is GM; if parents were GM then 

even non-GM progeny are classified as GM

In the US, crossing out transgene results in non-GM status

parent Het Het Hom Hom



We can use anthocyanin over-production as a 

marker for successful knock-ins in tomato 

ATG
Genomic 

target
Long arm of 

chromosome 10

ATG

ANT1ANT1 promoter NptII R gene 35S promoter

Genomic target after HR

NptII R geneLB R

B

35S promoter T-DNA

ANT1 promoter ANT1

Myb

TF

Can we use gene editing to “knock-in” R genes 

to defined genomic locations?



Long term goal: sequential knock-in of R 
genes

cell wall

nu
cle

us

Targeted locus

1st knock-in

R gene 1

R gene 1 R gene 2

2nd knock-in

R gene 1 R gene 2

3rd knock-in

R gene 3

3 R gene stack 

Durable resistance



Vector Explants 

transformed

Explants with a 

purple sector

Knock-in 

efficiency (%)

Number of 

excised purple 

sectors

Number of 

purple shoots 

developing

LGJJ180 221 28 13 % 6 2

LGJJ181 185 34 18 % 14 3

LGJJ181#2 281 105 34% 18 2

LGJJ182 186 21 11.3 % 8 0

LGJJ183 111 24 21.6 % 21 0

LGJJ216 420 145 34% 79 4

Regeneration of purple sectors after excision from callus enables 

recovery of clonal “knock-in” events carrying Rpi-vnt1

First rooting shoot!!



Line Green, large Purple, large Purple, small

SP10012 1 2 3, 4

SP10013 1, 2, 3, 4 5, 6, 7 8, 9, 10
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null segregants

We recovered two independent heritable purple 

Rpi-vnt1 knock-in events in tomato

heterozygotes homozygotes



12.08.21 20.08.21

Purple calli 

sectors were 
subcultured.

Most grew 
but a few 

didn’t grow 
or 

disappeared
– these were 
not counted.

Representative 
plate

We are using the same approach to knock-in Rpi-vnt1 to 

diploid potato (collaboration with Solynta)



GM is mostly about patented ”killer apps”
- insect resistance, herbicide resistance, disease resistance

GE is mostly about faster and more efficient plant breeding, 
easier “recombination” to combine many minor traits,  and 

less about ”killer apps” (though there are some)

- olive oil-like soybean and other oilseeds

- low acrylamide wheat

- low glutenin wheat

- virus-resistant sugar beet and brassicas

- bacterial blight-resistant rice

- nutritionally enhanced (GABA) tomato in Japan

- adapting tomato for urban agriculture

- rapid domestication Physalis (groundcherry), new tetraploid rice

- wheat blast resistant wheat 

- beneficial traits in polyploids

GM and GE compared



Making innovation accessible 

An outcomes-based approach, reducing regulatory costs, would 
open up the field to new players, promoting innovation

Impacts on trade 

Different rules in different jurisdictions can be a problem for 
widely traded products eg grains

Impact on organic agriculture 
It takes two to agree rules for peaceful coexistence

Impact on intellectual property 

Plant breeders can’t have it both ways- they can’t expect GE to 
be regulated as breeding, but protected by patents on events

Consumer choice 
We need to enable consumers to know the provenance of their 

food, whether GM maybe, GE maybe, or neither

Are there issues with genome editing?

Royal Society submission to the DEFRA consultation:
Regulate the product (“outcome”) rather than the method

(But how to get there from here?)

Need for a public sector consultation body for ag. practices



DEFRA’s consultation and response

Makes it easier to do GE field trials from next year

Will still need to notify authorities. Not a 
green light for commercial release yet

Path to commercialization being figured out



DEFRA’s response on GMOs

Watch this space. Fingers crossed



We need to stop worrying about GM and GE 

methods and focus on the real question;
“What kind of agriculture do we want?”

Sustainable: conserves soil & water, captures carbon;

genes not chemicals to control pests and diseases; 

Productive; yield is good, spares land for biodiversity

Science indispensable for wise choices; consider cost 

of not enabling technology, as well of enabling it

Never before such tight regulation of completely 

hypothetical hazards or risks: need science-led rules

A pre-cautionary principle needs a “post-cautionary”

principle to unpick excessive regulation

We need to be able to use both GE and GM methods
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What about labelling?

Labels need to convey meaningful information



How your food would look without the advances 

made by plant breeders



Some “amusing” absurdities

Romania exported GM soybeans to Europe, 

till it joined the EU

Once in EU, this was prevented, and 

soybean production stopped

EU subsidizes Romania as a disadvantaged region

We buy GM soybeans from US, Brazil and Argentina

Italian pig farmers can feed GM maize grown in Spain to 

their pigs, but not GM maize grown in Italy



Nutritional enhancement via GM in the purple tomato

(not achievable with editing)



GM wasn’t always controversial



Farmers need a “least bad” way to control weeds, 

pests and diseases; “idealism” doesn’t help

• Losses would be 50%/year without control 

• Widespread agrochemical use

• Genetic control is better than chemical control:  -

less chemicals, fuel, labour
-less use of agricultural machinery

-less soil compaction

-less CO2 emissions

• Glyphosate (Roundup) has replaced more 
persistent herbicides and enabled less ploughing 

(low till) with enhanced carbon sequestration

Farmers are pragmatists


